An approach based on relative optimal membership degree is proposed to deal with multiple attribute decisionmaking (MADM) problems under risk with weight information unknown and attribute value as linguistic variable. Firstly, the operational laws of linguistic variable are introduced, and risk linguistic decision matrix is transformed into certain linguistic decision matrix by expectation value. Then, the ideal solution and negative ideal solution with linguistic variable are defined, and the attribute weight model is developed by relative optimal membership degree between alternatives and ideal solutions. In addition, the alternatives are ranked by relative optimal membership degree. Finally, illustrative example is provided to demonstrate the steps and effectiveness of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Multiple attribute decision making (MADM) has been extensively applied to various areas such as society, economics, management, military and engineering technology. For example, Investment decision-making, project evaluation, economic evaluation, personnel evaluation, etc. The decision makers, evaluating some problems, often give the evaluation information in the form of linguistic term directly, such as good, medium good, poor, etc. For example, private morality, automobile performance etc. Therefore, the study on MADM problems with attribute value as linguistic variable has very important values on theoretical and practical application, and many achievements have been made [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In addition, in the real decision-making process, the decision makers often face some problems, such as the uncertain environment and random variable as the attribute value, which make the decision makers not to determine the further status, but they can give the possible status, and quantify this randomness by setting up the probability distribution. This called multiple attribute decision making with risk (MADMR) 15 . So the study on MADMR problems has the same important values on theoretical and practical applications. Since Zadeh (ref. 16) proposed the concept of a linguistic variable, the research on certain linguistic multiple attribute decision making problems has got rich achievements. Herrera normalized by density function, and weights of attributes are calculated based on exception value of random variable by using projection pursuit model and genetic algorithm. Then, through calculating weighted correlation coefficients between alternatives and ideal solutions, weighted grey correlation projection models on ideal solutions are developed by grey correlation projection method for every alternative, and alternatives are ranked by grey correlation projection value. Liu and Guan (ref. 28) proposed a grey correlation rank method to solve the problems of multiple attribute continuous decisionmaking under risk with weight unknown and attribute value as continuous random variable on bounded intervals. Firstly, risk decision matrix is normalized by density function, deviation between two random variables is defined by expectation value, and maximizing deviation rule is used to determine the weights of attributes. Then, ideal/negative ideal solutions are defined. Grey correlation degrees between alternatives and ideal/negative ideal solutions, and relative closeness coefficients are calculated. Furthermore, the alternatives are ranked by relative closeness coefficient of alternatives.
The research above is not studied the MADMR problems with weight information unknown and attribute value as linguistic variable. With respect to these decision making problems, firstly, we transformed the risk linguistic decision matrix into certain linguistic decision matrix by expectation value. Then the attribute weights are determined and the alternatives are ranked by relative optimal membership degree. In order to do so, the remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the definition of the multiple attribute decision making problems with risk is briefly introduced. In section 3, linguistic variable set and its extension are introduced; the ideal solution and negative ideal solution with linguistic variable are defined. The attribute weight model is developed by relative optimal membership degree between alternatives and ideal solutions, and the alternatives are ranked by relative optimal membership degree. In section 4, illustrative example is provided to demonstrate the steps and effectiveness of the proposed approach. In Section 5, we concluded the paper and give some remarks.
Description of the Decision Making Problems
The MADMR problems are represented as follows: 
Evaluation Method
In this section, with respect to MADM problems under risk with weight information unknown and attribute value as linguistic variable, a decision making method is proposed and detailed steps of this method are given. Firstly, linguistic variable set and its extension are introduced; the ideal solution and negative ideal solution with linguistic variable are defined. Then, attribute weight model is developed by relative optimal membership degree between alternatives and ideal solutions, and the alternatives are ranked by relative optimal membership degree. 
Linguistic assessment set and extended linguistic assessment set
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Transform risk decision-making matrix into certain decision-making matrix
Based on the formula (1) to (5) 
Positive Ideal Solution and Negative Ideal Solution
Positive ideal solution (PIS) is the best alternative of all alternatives ( 1,2, , )
, that is, each attribute value with respect to the PIS is the best value of this attribute with respect to all the alternatives in the decision matrix. While negative ideal solution (NIS) is the worst alternative, that is, each attribute value with respect to the NIS is the worst value of this attribute with respect to all the alternatives in the decision matrix.
Weight determined model
The general weighted distance between each alternative i a and the ideal solution is defined as: Due to each alternative is fair competition, and has none of the preference relationship, for formula (12), we can get the quadratic programming model as follows:
Construct the Lagrange function:
Namely, 
Substitute the formula (17) into the formula (16), then:
So we get:
Likewise, for formula (13), we can get the quadratic programming model as follows:
Construct the Lagrange function: 
and "medium( 3 The MADMR problems are wildly used in various areas. This paper proposed a decision making method based on relative optimal membership degree for solving the MADMR problems in which the attribute weights are unknown and the attribute values are take the form of linguistic terms. Firstly, we transformed the risk linguistic decision matrix into certain linguistic decision matrix by expectation value. Then, the ideal solution and negative ideal solution with linguistic variable are defined, and the attribute weight model is developed by relative optimal membership degree between alternatives and ideal solutions. In addition, the alternatives are ranked by relative optimal membership degree. Then the attribute weights are determined and the alternatives are ranked by relative optimal membership degree. Finally, illustrative example is provided to demonstrate the steps and effectiveness of the proposed approach. This method is simple and easy to understand. This method constantly enriches and develops the theory and method of MADMR, and proposed a new idea for solving the MADMR problems.
In the future, we shall continue working in the extension and application of the developed method to other domains.
